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Evacuation of people from a building is of pivotal importance especially at the time of 
disasters. With ever growing meetings, conferences, get
infrastructure around the world is growing rapidly creating new feats in terms of capacity. 
Few being malls, theaters and stadiums. In this paper, two dimensional simulation models
are presented based on grid system. A simple web based GUI tool is developed using 
computer programming to calculate evacuation time for a given scenario. Each person is 
assumed to be an agent with certain rules defined and with same, crowd simulation is 
carried. Two case studies for stadium and banquet hall with different scenarios are 
considered and simulation is carried.

This tool being GUI, will take the input parameters of building dimension in terms of 
length, breadth, number of doors with locations,
and number of occupants from the users and gives total evacuation time and numbers of 
occupants from each door or exit.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I. Introduction 

Evacuating people during the time of disaster is one of the most important things to do 
is to ensure the safety of life. From past 
buildings and infrastructures grew, as well as a population density. This has increased the 
risk of lives of people towards any hazard, occurring in densely populated buildings, and 
imposed higher requirements on evac
evacuation planning and emergency management became a sophisticated field of civil 
engineering sciences, aimed to save human lives by safe facility design and optimization 
of rescue operations.  Schools, colleges
and tourist museums are some examples of buildings commonly used in different daily 
activities that involve the meeting of a large number of people with in a closed area. 

 

Fig. 1: Crowd at different spaces,
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Evacuation of people from a building is of pivotal importance especially at the time of 
With ever growing meetings, conferences, get-togethers and other functions, 

infrastructure around the world is growing rapidly creating new feats in terms of capacity. 
Few being malls, theaters and stadiums. In this paper, two dimensional simulation models
are presented based on grid system. A simple web based GUI tool is developed using 
computer programming to calculate evacuation time for a given scenario. Each person is 
assumed to be an agent with certain rules defined and with same, crowd simulation is 
carried. Two case studies for stadium and banquet hall with different scenarios are 
considered and simulation is carried. 

This tool being GUI, will take the input parameters of building dimension in terms of 
length, breadth, number of doors with locations, number of obstacles with their location 
and number of occupants from the users and gives total evacuation time and numbers of 
occupants from each door or exit. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Evacuating people during the time of disaster is one of the most important things to do 
is to ensure the safety of life. From past few decades, complexity of human built 
buildings and infrastructures grew, as well as a population density. This has increased the 
risk of lives of people towards any hazard, occurring in densely populated buildings, and 
imposed higher requirements on evacuation and emergency management. Currently, 
evacuation planning and emergency management became a sophisticated field of civil 
engineering sciences, aimed to save human lives by safe facility design and optimization 
of rescue operations.  Schools, colleges, shopping malls, theaters, famous religious places 
and tourist museums are some examples of buildings commonly used in different daily 
activities that involve the meeting of a large number of people with in a closed area. 

at different spaces, festivals and PM Speech 
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Evacuation of people from a building is of pivotal importance especially at the time of 
togethers and other functions, 

infrastructure around the world is growing rapidly creating new feats in terms of capacity. 
Few being malls, theaters and stadiums. In this paper, two dimensional simulation models 
are presented based on grid system. A simple web based GUI tool is developed using 
computer programming to calculate evacuation time for a given scenario. Each person is 
assumed to be an agent with certain rules defined and with same, crowd simulation is 
carried. Two case studies for stadium and banquet hall with different scenarios are 

This tool being GUI, will take the input parameters of building dimension in terms of 
number of obstacles with their location 

and number of occupants from the users and gives total evacuation time and numbers of 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Evacuating people during the time of disaster is one of the most important things to do 
few decades, complexity of human built 

buildings and infrastructures grew, as well as a population density. This has increased the 
risk of lives of people towards any hazard, occurring in densely populated buildings, and 

uation and emergency management. Currently, 
evacuation planning and emergency management became a sophisticated field of civil 
engineering sciences, aimed to save human lives by safe facility design and optimization 

, shopping malls, theaters, famous religious places 
and tourist museums are some examples of buildings commonly used in different daily 
activities that involve the meeting of a large number of people with in a closed area.  
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The designers of these types of building usually attempt to maximize the productivity 
of the available space, but also it is necessary to consider a suitable planning for assuring 
people safety when an unusual 
causes of this kind of behavior is the emergency evacuation due to the threat of fire. In 
such situation, a closed area, with a relatively small number of fixed exits, must be 
evacuated for a large num

India has experienced several life losses at different events due to improper planning 
of evacuation routes or management. Few of the most recent ones are 29 people died due 
to stampede during Godavari Pushkaralu in Rajahmundary in Andhra Pr
large number of pilgrims rushed towards one of the gates at KotagummamPushkarGhat 
on the banks of Godavari river as seen in figure
January 2014 stampede occurred in Chitrakoot Banka, Bihar when thousands of 
tried to enter the theatre to watch cultural functions as a part of MandarMela, three 
persons were killed and 12 others were injured [2]. On 13
occurred near Ratangarh temple in Datia, Madhya Pradesh leading to death of 89 pe
and injured over 100 at a bridge leading to a remote Hindu temple can be seen in figure
1(d) [2]. On 14th January 2011, 106 pilgrims were dead and over 100 injured during a 
stampede at an annual pilgrimage at the Sabarimala shrine in Kerala [2]. On 16
2004, 94 children were killed in school fire in Kumbakonam [3]. On 3
62 people have died during wedding due to fire accident [4]. On May 22, 2005 bomb 
explosions rocked two cinema halls in Delhi injuring atleast 40 people [5]. Apart
the mentioned accidents there are many other instances in the history involving trampling 
and crushing occurred in crowded places due to emergency evacuation.  

Fig.2: (a) Crowd at Godavari Pushkaralu in Rajamundary
stadium 

The shape of a particular building, parameters like size, number and location of doors 
has much to do with congestion and crowding. Studies are still going on to improve 
public safety in public gathering places involving many disciplines architectural 
for safe evacuation, crowd planning and management, crowd simulation, emergency 
planning and many others. So, in this study, using the currently available knowledge and 
latest technology we have developed a web tool to calculate the evacuation time 
particular building plan changing factors like number of persons in terms of agents and 
parameters of the building like number, size, and location of doors. Evacuation 
simulation is seen clearly to understand the pattern of evacuation

II. Literature Review

Before embarking on this discussion it is useful to review the past and current models, 
one of the essential concepts of safety in buildings is the rapid and adequate evacuation 
of all the occupants of the building in case of any accident. For exam
safety measures introduced in the design and operation of the building are aimed at 
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The designers of these types of building usually attempt to maximize the productivity 
of the available space, but also it is necessary to consider a suitable planning for assuring 
people safety when an unusual behavior of the crowd occurs. One of the most frequent 
causes of this kind of behavior is the emergency evacuation due to the threat of fire. In 
such situation, a closed area, with a relatively small number of fixed exits, must be 
evacuated for a large number of people. 

India has experienced several life losses at different events due to improper planning 
of evacuation routes or management. Few of the most recent ones are 29 people died due 
to stampede during Godavari Pushkaralu in Rajahmundary in Andhra Pr
large number of pilgrims rushed towards one of the gates at KotagummamPushkarGhat 
on the banks of Godavari river as seen in figure-1(a) on 14th July 2015 [1]. On 15
January 2014 stampede occurred in Chitrakoot Banka, Bihar when thousands of 
tried to enter the theatre to watch cultural functions as a part of MandarMela, three 
persons were killed and 12 others were injured [2]. On 13th October 2013 Stampede 
occurred near Ratangarh temple in Datia, Madhya Pradesh leading to death of 89 pe
and injured over 100 at a bridge leading to a remote Hindu temple can be seen in figure

January 2011, 106 pilgrims were dead and over 100 injured during a 
stampede at an annual pilgrimage at the Sabarimala shrine in Kerala [2]. On 16
2004, 94 children were killed in school fire in Kumbakonam [3]. On 3
62 people have died during wedding due to fire accident [4]. On May 22, 2005 bomb 
explosions rocked two cinema halls in Delhi injuring atleast 40 people [5]. Apart
the mentioned accidents there are many other instances in the history involving trampling 
and crushing occurred in crowded places due to emergency evacuation.  

 
Crowd at Godavari Pushkaralu in Rajamundary (b) Fire accident in the 

The shape of a particular building, parameters like size, number and location of doors 
has much to do with congestion and crowding. Studies are still going on to improve 
public safety in public gathering places involving many disciplines architectural 
for safe evacuation, crowd planning and management, crowd simulation, emergency 
planning and many others. So, in this study, using the currently available knowledge and 
latest technology we have developed a web tool to calculate the evacuation time 
particular building plan changing factors like number of persons in terms of agents and 
parameters of the building like number, size, and location of doors. Evacuation 
simulation is seen clearly to understand the pattern of evacuation.  

Review 

Before embarking on this discussion it is useful to review the past and current models, 
one of the essential concepts of safety in buildings is the rapid and adequate evacuation 
of all the occupants of the building in case of any accident. For exam
safety measures introduced in the design and operation of the building are aimed at 
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The designers of these types of building usually attempt to maximize the productivity 
of the available space, but also it is necessary to consider a suitable planning for assuring 

behavior of the crowd occurs. One of the most frequent 
causes of this kind of behavior is the emergency evacuation due to the threat of fire. In 
such situation, a closed area, with a relatively small number of fixed exits, must be 

India has experienced several life losses at different events due to improper planning 
of evacuation routes or management. Few of the most recent ones are 29 people died due 
to stampede during Godavari Pushkaralu in Rajahmundary in Andhra Pradesh when a 
large number of pilgrims rushed towards one of the gates at KotagummamPushkarGhat 

July 2015 [1]. On 15th 
January 2014 stampede occurred in Chitrakoot Banka, Bihar when thousands of people 
tried to enter the theatre to watch cultural functions as a part of MandarMela, three 

October 2013 Stampede 
occurred near Ratangarh temple in Datia, Madhya Pradesh leading to death of 89 people 
and injured over 100 at a bridge leading to a remote Hindu temple can be seen in figure-

January 2011, 106 pilgrims were dead and over 100 injured during a 
stampede at an annual pilgrimage at the Sabarimala shrine in Kerala [2]. On 16th July 
2004, 94 children were killed in school fire in Kumbakonam [3]. On 3rd February 2004 
62 people have died during wedding due to fire accident [4]. On May 22, 2005 bomb 
explosions rocked two cinema halls in Delhi injuring atleast 40 people [5]. Apart from 
the mentioned accidents there are many other instances in the history involving trampling 
and crushing occurred in crowded places due to emergency evacuation.   

(b) Fire accident in the 

The shape of a particular building, parameters like size, number and location of doors 
has much to do with congestion and crowding. Studies are still going on to improve 
public safety in public gathering places involving many disciplines architectural design 
for safe evacuation, crowd planning and management, crowd simulation, emergency 
planning and many others. So, in this study, using the currently available knowledge and 
latest technology we have developed a web tool to calculate the evacuation time of a 
particular building plan changing factors like number of persons in terms of agents and 
parameters of the building like number, size, and location of doors. Evacuation 

 

Before embarking on this discussion it is useful to review the past and current models, 
one of the essential concepts of safety in buildings is the rapid and adequate evacuation 
of all the occupants of the building in case of any accident. For example many of the 
safety measures introduced in the design and operation of the building are aimed at 
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ensuring that the occupants can safely leave the building before they are over taken by 
heat and toxic products and before the building collapses, and for this many models have 
beendeveloped to find the evacuation time of a particular building, congestion areas, 
bottle necks and other parameters adding for improper evacuation. To achieve a more 
realistic evacuation calculation, engineers have been looking to evacuation computer 
models to assess a building’s life safety. Currently, there are a number of evacuation 
models to choose from, each with unique characteristics and specialties. 

Few of the models which are currently available to the public are FPETool[6], 
EVACNET4[7,8], WAYOUT[10], STEPS[11,12], TIMETEX[9], PEDROUTE / 
PAXPORT[13,14], ASERI[15], building EXODUS[16], EXITT[17,18], models available 
on consultancy basis are Path Finder[19], EESCAPE[20], Myriad[21], there are other 
models which have not yet been released and others which are no longer in use. And each 
model has at least one of these special features like Counter flow, Manual exit 
block/obstacles, fire conditions affect behavior, Defining groups , Disabilities/slow 
occupant groups, Delays/pre-movement times, Elevator use, Toxicity of the occupants, 
Impatience/drive variables, Route choice of the occupants/occupant distribution. 

These models have been categorized using primary category labeled modeling 
method, it describes about the calculation of evacuation times for buildings like 
behavioral model incorporates decision making by occupants or actions that are 
performed due to conditions in the building. Movement modeling shows the occupants 
move from one point to another point, exit or place of safety, key in showing congestion 
areas, queuing or bottlenecks with in the simulated building. Partial behavior models 
primarily calculate occupant movement, but begin to simulate behaviors. Possible 
behaviors could be implicitly represented by pre-movement time distributions among the 
occupants, unique occupant characteristics, overtaking behavior, and the introduction of 
smoke or smoke effects to the occupant. These are models capable of simulating an entire 
building, and occupants’ movements throughout the model are based on observed human 
behavior data. 

Movement one of the main factors refers to how the models move occupants 
throughout the building. In most of the models occupants are usually assigned a specific 
velocity by the user or modeling program. The differences in the models occur when the 
occupants become closer in a high density situation, resulting in queuing and congestion 
within the building. Few of them are Density correlation model assigns a speed and flow 
to individuals or populations based on the density of the space, User’s choice where user 
assigns speed, flow, and density values to certain spaces of the building, Inter-person 
distance where each individual is surrounded by a 360 “bubble” that allows them only a 
certain minimum distance from other occupants, obstacles, and components of the 
building, Potential in which each grid cell in the space is given a certain number value, or 
potential, from a particular point in the building that will move occupants throughout the 
space in a certain direction. Occupants follow a potential map and attempt to lower their 
potential with every step or grid cell they travel to. As time passes, more evacuation 
models will be developed and many of the current models will be updated by developers. 

III. Proposed Tool Description 

A simple web tool has been developed for calculating evacuation time from any two 
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dimensional plan of a structure.
algorithm and user interface have been explained in the following sections.

IV. Grid Methodology

The total plan or layout is divided in to grid of individual square blocks of size 0.5 
0.5 m.And an agent will occupya grid point 
random function, maximum
study primarily focuses on evacuating male agents, 
simulating evacuation of 
represented in the form of flow chart as seen in the figure

V. Agent Algorithm 

Each agent moves independently and
knows the size of the grid, number, position of doors and obstacles. Each agent follows a 
set of rules for evacuation as detailed. 
irrespective of the number of obstacles and other agents in between, 
finds an Obstacle in between door and itself, agent tries to go around it in the smallest 
possible path (figure-4), 
position, d. All the agents at a distance of 1 grid position from the door will evacuate 
simultaneously. 
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dimensional plan of a structure. Details of the development frame work in terms of grid, 
algorithm and user interface have been explained in the following sections.

Grid Methodology and frame work 

The total plan or layout is divided in to grid of individual square blocks of size 0.5 
will occupya grid point at any given time as defined by the user or 

maximum agent velocity is taken as 1.5 m/sin case of 
study primarily focuses on evacuating male agents, but the tool 
simulating evacuation of female and child agents. The frame work of the tool is 
represented in the form of flow chart as seen in the figure-1. 

 
Fig. 3: Flow chart of the framework 

Each agent moves independently and is fully aware of the structure i.e each agent 
knows the size of the grid, number, position of doors and obstacles. Each agent follows a 
set of rules for evacuation as detailed. a.Agents always move towards their nearest door 
irrespective of the number of obstacles and other agents in between, 
finds an Obstacle in between door and itself, agent tries to go around it in the smallest 

4), c. At any given time, two agents cannot be in the same grid 
All the agents at a distance of 1 grid position from the door will evacuate 

 
Fig.4: Rule based agent movement 
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Details of the development frame work in terms of grid, 
algorithm and user interface have been explained in the following sections. 

The total plan or layout is divided in to grid of individual square blocks of size 0.5 m x 
as defined by the user or 

in case of male agent. This 
but the tool also has provision of 
The frame work of the tool is 

is fully aware of the structure i.e each agent 
knows the size of the grid, number, position of doors and obstacles. Each agent follows a 

gents always move towards their nearest door 
irrespective of the number of obstacles and other agents in between, b.Whenever agent 
finds an Obstacle in between door and itself, agent tries to go around it in the smallest 

given time, two agents cannot be in the same grid 
All the agents at a distance of 1 grid position from the door will evacuate 
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Fig. 5: Flow chart for agent movement till evacuation

Flow chart in figure
algorithm calculates the distance between agent and all the doors, then determines the 
nearest door, in step-2 it will check for presence of an obstacle between agent and its 
nearest door, in step-3 it
only obstacle and in step
sides of obstacle. In step
the agent takes the least time and makes it a temporary door. In step
position in the direction of the temporary door or the actual door in case of no obstacle. In 
step-7, in case of presence of wall or obstacle or 
nearest possible directions and if all the mentioned directions are filled with obstacle or 
wall or agents, the agent does not move. In step 8, algorithm goes to step
evacuated. 

VI. Graphical User Interface (GUI)

Fig.6: Screen shot of user interface with labeled components

Figure-6 shows the snapshot of the web tool developed with a simple case study. It 
also includes the labels for the further explanation. 
used to describe the functions of input boxes, buttons and output texts as described, 
input for layout’s vertical length in meters, 
meters, c: number of agents, 
f: percentage of child agents, 
values given above,i: user defined doors, if(x2=-1), continuous doors are formed (x1,y1) 
to (x1,y2-1), if(y2=-1), continuous doors are formed (x1,y1) to (x2-1,y1), else doors will 
be added at (x1,y1) and at (x2,y2), 
left bottom coordinates, (x2,y2) will be the right top coordinates, 
the window (v), l: re-initialization of grid, 
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Flow chart for agent movement till evacuation 

chart in figure-5 explains the evacuation steps for each agent, in step
algorithm calculates the distance between agent and all the doors, then determines the 

2 it will check for presence of an obstacle between agent and its 
3 it considers the nearest obstacle in case of multiple obstacles or the 

only obstacle and in step-4, it calculates the distances between agent and door from either 
sides of obstacle. In step-5 it considers the point next to the obstacle on
the agent takes the least time and makes it a temporary door. In step
position in the direction of the temporary door or the actual door in case of no obstacle. In 

7, in case of presence of wall or obstacle or other agent, it will check other four next 
nearest possible directions and if all the mentioned directions are filled with obstacle or 
wall or agents, the agent does not move. In step 8, algorithm goes to step

Interface (GUI) 

 
Screen shot of user interface with labeled components 

6 shows the snapshot of the web tool developed with a simple case study. It 
also includes the labels for the further explanation. Labels from ‘a’ to ‘w’ encircled are 

d to describe the functions of input boxes, buttons and output texts as described, 
input for layout’s vertical length in meters, b: input for layout’s horizontal length in 

: number of agents, d: percentage of male agents, e: percentage of femal
: percentage of child agents, g: number of random doors,h: initialize the grid using the 

: user defined doors, if(x2=-1), continuous doors are formed (x1,y1) 
to (x1,y2-1), if(y2=-1), continuous doors are formed (x1,y1) to (x2-1,y1), else doors will 
be added at (x1,y1) and at (x2,y2), j: user defined rectangle obstacles, (x1,y1)will be the 

bottom coordinates, (x2,y2) will be the right top coordinates, k
initialization of grid, m: number of agents can be changed for the 
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5 explains the evacuation steps for each agent, in step-1, 
algorithm calculates the distance between agent and all the doors, then determines the 

2 it will check for presence of an obstacle between agent and its 
considers the nearest obstacle in case of multiple obstacles or the 
4, it calculates the distances between agent and door from either 
5 it considers the point next to the obstacle on the side by which 

the agent takes the least time and makes it a temporary door. In step-6, it checks the next 
position in the direction of the temporary door or the actual door in case of no obstacle. In 

other agent, it will check other four next 
nearest possible directions and if all the mentioned directions are filled with obstacle or 
wall or agents, the agent does not move. In step 8, algorithm goes to step-1 till agent is 

6 shows the snapshot of the web tool developed with a simple case study. It 
Labels from ‘a’ to ‘w’ encircled are 

d to describe the functions of input boxes, buttons and output texts as described, a: 
: input for layout’s horizontal length in 

: percentage of female agents, 
: initialize the grid using the 

: user defined doors, if(x2=-1), continuous doors are formed (x1,y1) 
to (x1,y2-1), if(y2=-1), continuous doors are formed (x1,y1) to (x2-1,y1), else doors will 

: user defined rectangle obstacles, (x1,y1)will be the 
k: simulation is seen in 

: number of agents can be changed for the 
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same configuration, n
chosen at (p) on to the grid, 
animation of current simulation in gif format, 
at any given point of time, 
t: text format of file to be uploaded at ‘p’ can be downloaded at this link, 
number of agents are shown, 
time. 

VII. Case Studies 

For this study, three 
obstacles with a capacity of 2400 agents is simulated and shown in figure

VIII. No Obstacles 

Fig.7: Sequential simulation snapshots 
with no obstacles 

To understand the relation between location of the doors and 
simulated 16 different cases as seen from figure
clearly indicates the location of the door will directly affect
Evacuation will be faster if the door is located at the center of longer dimension of the 
plan, instead door at center of shorter dimension, if planned for a single door.

Fig.8: Rate of evacuation of hall with full capacity for 
locations 

Similar conclusion can be drawn for case
figure-9. The doors located at the center of longer dim
when compared to other three locations considered. 
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n: stores the current grid information in a text file, 
chosen at (p) on to the grid, p: browse to a file to be used by load canvas(o), 
animation of current simulation in gif format, r: number of agents evacuated at each door 
at any given point of time, s: more details of GUI can be downloaded here in PDF format, 
: text format of file to be uploaded at ‘p’ can be downloaded at this link, 

number of agents are shown, v: simulation layout, w: number of evacuees at simulation 

For this study, three different cases are considered. In case-1, a big open hall with no 
obstacles with a capacity of 2400 agents is simulated and shown in figure

 
Sequential simulation snapshots at regular intervals of evacuating 

relation between location of the doors and evacuation time
simulated 16 different cases as seen from figure-8 to figure-11. 
clearly indicates the location of the door will directly affect 
Evacuation will be faster if the door is located at the center of longer dimension of the 
plan, instead door at center of shorter dimension, if planned for a single door.

 
Rate of evacuation of hall with full capacity for single door at different 

Similar conclusion can be drawn for case-2 having two doors for exit as seen in the 
9. The doors located at the center of longer dimensions have faster evacuation 

ther three locations considered.  
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in a text file, o:loads the file 
: browse to a file to be used by load canvas(o), q: generates 

: number of agents evacuated at each door 
ownloaded here in PDF format, 

: text format of file to be uploaded at ‘p’ can be downloaded at this link, u: grid size and 
: number of evacuees at simulation 

, a big open hall with no 
obstacles with a capacity of 2400 agents is simulated and shown in figure-7. 

of evacuating 2400 agents 

evacuation time, we have 
 From the figure-8, it 
 the evacuation time. 

Evacuation will be faster if the door is located at the center of longer dimension of the 
plan, instead door at center of shorter dimension, if planned for a single door. 

single door at different 

having two doors for exit as seen in the 
ensions have faster evacuation 
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Fig. 9: Rate of evacuation of hall with full capacity for two doors at different locations

Fig. 10: Rate of evacuation of hall with full capacity for three doors at different 
locations 

Fig. 11: Rate of evacuation of hall with full capacity for four 
locations 

From figure-10, where the simulations are carried for the three doors, the evacuation 
was faster when two of the doors where at the center of the longer dimension. But when 
multiple doors were present at the shorter and longer dimensions the complete evacuation 
time is almost the same.
figure-11. Similar to all the cases described, even for this case evacuation is faster, if the 
doors are located at the center of shorter and longer dimensions. 

Other important conclusion can be made from the simulations carried is if all the doors 
are located evenly then evacuation time is much faster when compared to other locations. 
Apart from that if the all the doors are located on any one side of the hall then the 
evacuation time is very high. It can been seen for cases 4(d), 4(e) and 3(c), 3(d) in figure
10 and figure-11 respectively.
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Rate of evacuation of hall with full capacity for two doors at different locations

 
Rate of evacuation of hall with full capacity for three doors at different 

 
Rate of evacuation of hall with full capacity for four doors at different 

10, where the simulations are carried for the three doors, the evacuation 
was faster when two of the doors where at the center of the longer dimension. But when 

present at the shorter and longer dimensions the complete evacuation 
time is almost the same. In case of four doors, five cases were considered as seen in the 

Similar to all the cases described, even for this case evacuation is faster, if the 
oors are located at the center of shorter and longer dimensions.  

Other important conclusion can be made from the simulations carried is if all the doors 
are located evenly then evacuation time is much faster when compared to other locations. 

at if the all the doors are located on any one side of the hall then the 
evacuation time is very high. It can been seen for cases 4(d), 4(e) and 3(c), 3(d) in figure

11 respectively. 
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Rate of evacuation of hall with full capacity for two doors at different locations 

Rate of evacuation of hall with full capacity for three doors at different 

doors at different 

10, where the simulations are carried for the three doors, the evacuation 
was faster when two of the doors where at the center of the longer dimension. But when 

present at the shorter and longer dimensions the complete evacuation 
In case of four doors, five cases were considered as seen in the 

Similar to all the cases described, even for this case evacuation is faster, if the 

Other important conclusion can be made from the simulations carried is if all the doors 
are located evenly then evacuation time is much faster when compared to other locations. 

at if the all the doors are located on any one side of the hall then the 
evacuation time is very high. It can been seen for cases 4(d), 4(e) and 3(c), 3(d) in figure-
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IX. Banquet Hall 

Fig. 12: Sequential simulation snapsh
banquet hall   

Keeping in view of recent incidents occurred in India and abroad during small get
togethers disasters took place. And there was life loss due to stampede or improper 
evacuation procedure 
of size 25 meters in width and 30 meters in height. The hall capacity is taken as 1400.
The detail diagram of obstacles, location of doors and location of agents are seen in the 
figure-12. Figure-12 also shows the sequential evacuation procedure from the hall. 
first figure-12(a) shows the assumed seating or occupied agent locations. And then 
evacuation snapshots for every time step of 5 seconds are shown from figure

After understanding the evacuation procedure for full capacity, an assumed disaster 
has been considered by closing doors. So, four cases have been simulated for calculating 
evacuation time and the comparison plots are shown in the figure
evacuation is very high if all the four doors are present, and evacuation time has 
increased with closing number of doors. The reason for high evacuation time for 1 exit is 
of two reasons, first its only door and second reason is the door was present at the shorter 
dimension. 

Fig. 13: Rate of evacuation from banquet hall for different number of exits

X. Stadium 

Stadiums have been one of the most used spaces for sports, concerts, product launches 
and other similar events, where large crowd is expected. And these
vulnerable to high risk
consideration, we have modeled and simulated a small stadium with 1290 capacity. The 
stadium dimensions are taken as 25 meters in width and 25 meters in length.
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Keeping in view of recent incidents occurred in India and abroad during small get
togethers disasters took place. And there was life loss due to stampede or improper 
evacuation procedure management. To resemble this, we have considered a
of size 25 meters in width and 30 meters in height. The hall capacity is taken as 1400.
The detail diagram of obstacles, location of doors and location of agents are seen in the 

12 also shows the sequential evacuation procedure from the hall. 
12(a) shows the assumed seating or occupied agent locations. And then 

evacuation snapshots for every time step of 5 seconds are shown from figure

tanding the evacuation procedure for full capacity, an assumed disaster 
has been considered by closing doors. So, four cases have been simulated for calculating 

and the comparison plots are shown in the figure
s very high if all the four doors are present, and evacuation time has 

increased with closing number of doors. The reason for high evacuation time for 1 exit is 
of two reasons, first its only door and second reason is the door was present at the shorter 

 
Rate of evacuation from banquet hall for different number of exits

Stadiums have been one of the most used spaces for sports, concerts, product launches 
and other similar events, where large crowd is expected. And these

high risk, especially at the time of disasters.
consideration, we have modeled and simulated a small stadium with 1290 capacity. The 
stadium dimensions are taken as 25 meters in width and 25 meters in length.
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ots at regular intervals of evacuating 1400 from 

Keeping in view of recent incidents occurred in India and abroad during small get-
togethers disasters took place. And there was life loss due to stampede or improper 

management. To resemble this, we have considered abanquet hall 
of size 25 meters in width and 30 meters in height. The hall capacity is taken as 1400. 
The detail diagram of obstacles, location of doors and location of agents are seen in the 

12 also shows the sequential evacuation procedure from the hall. The 
12(a) shows the assumed seating or occupied agent locations. And then 

evacuation snapshots for every time step of 5 seconds are shown from figure-12(b)-12(h). 

tanding the evacuation procedure for full capacity, an assumed disaster 
has been considered by closing doors. So, four cases have been simulated for calculating 

and the comparison plots are shown in the figure-13. Obviously the 
s very high if all the four doors are present, and evacuation time has 

increased with closing number of doors. The reason for high evacuation time for 1 exit is 
of two reasons, first its only door and second reason is the door was present at the shorter 

Rate of evacuation from banquet hall for different number of exits 

Stadiums have been one of the most used spaces for sports, concerts, product launches 
and other similar events, where large crowd is expected. And these spaces become 

especially at the time of disasters. Having this in the 
consideration, we have modeled and simulated a small stadium with 1290 capacity. The 
stadium dimensions are taken as 25 meters in width and 25 meters in length.   
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Fig. 14: Sequential simulation snapshots at regular intervals of evacuating 1290 from 

Fig. 15: Rate of evacuation from stadium for different number of exits

Figure-14 shows the stadium plan in two dimensional with obstacles and seating 
pattern. As similar to banquet hall study, the figure shows the sequential evacuation of 
agents from the stadium form the given exits at the time interval of 5 seconds. From the 
simulation the total evacuation time taken for 1290 agents from the stadium is 43 
seconds. 

Again assuming a disaster in the stadium, we have closed the exits one by one to get 
the relation between evacuation time and number of exits/doors.
times and respective evacuees form the stadium from different number of exits.

IX. Conclusion 

Evasim2D is a web application which helps in calculating the evacuation time of 
crowd in specified 2D spaces such as buildings, stadiums, Banquet halls etc. It also 
produces simulation of the evacuation helping us to visualize how the evacuation happens 
over time. It can be used for finding the position of doors which would give the least 
evacuation time. The web tool is developed using HTML5, CSS and Javascript. HTML5
canvas was used for rendering the simulation. An agent is evacuated based on set of rules. 
Each agent is moved independently and is fully aware of the structure in terms of size of 
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Sequential simulation snapshots at regular intervals of evacuating 1290 from 

stadium   

 
Rate of evacuation from stadium for different number of exits

shows the stadium plan in two dimensional with obstacles and seating 
As similar to banquet hall study, the figure shows the sequential evacuation of 

agents from the stadium form the given exits at the time interval of 5 seconds. From the 
on the total evacuation time taken for 1290 agents from the stadium is 43 

Again assuming a disaster in the stadium, we have closed the exits one by one to get 
the relation between evacuation time and number of exits/doors.

s and respective evacuees form the stadium from different number of exits.

Evasim2D is a web application which helps in calculating the evacuation time of 
crowd in specified 2D spaces such as buildings, stadiums, Banquet halls etc. It also 
roduces simulation of the evacuation helping us to visualize how the evacuation happens 

over time. It can be used for finding the position of doors which would give the least 
evacuation time. The web tool is developed using HTML5, CSS and Javascript. HTML5
canvas was used for rendering the simulation. An agent is evacuated based on set of rules. 
Each agent is moved independently and is fully aware of the structure in terms of size of 
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Sequential simulation snapshots at regular intervals of evacuating 1290 from 

Rate of evacuation from stadium for different number of exits 

shows the stadium plan in two dimensional with obstacles and seating 
As similar to banquet hall study, the figure shows the sequential evacuation of 

agents from the stadium form the given exits at the time interval of 5 seconds. From the 
on the total evacuation time taken for 1290 agents from the stadium is 43 

Again assuming a disaster in the stadium, we have closed the exits one by one to get 
the relation between evacuation time and number of exits/doors. Figure-15 shows the 

s and respective evacuees form the stadium from different number of exits. 

Evasim2D is a web application which helps in calculating the evacuation time of 
crowd in specified 2D spaces such as buildings, stadiums, Banquet halls etc. It also 
roduces simulation of the evacuation helping us to visualize how the evacuation happens 

over time. It can be used for finding the position of doors which would give the least 
evacuation time. The web tool is developed using HTML5, CSS and Javascript. HTML5 
canvas was used for rendering the simulation. An agent is evacuated based on set of rules. 
Each agent is moved independently and is fully aware of the structure in terms of size of 
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the grid, position of doors and obstacles. Finally this tool can used by any person to 
calculate the evacuation time for various two dimensional layouts. 
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